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Maximum security: the SkyBox protects valuables
Developed for special demands
For protection of valuables extraordinary ideas are necessary. bwh Koffer
refines these ideas and creates solutions to secure the value of your goods.
Sometimes these ideas are particularly robust ones. The SkyBox was
developed in cooperation with experts of Emirates Group. It is designed for
transport by truck, vessel or airplane. All safety standards to protect the goods
transported are considered:
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No matter if sensitive pharmaceuticals, computer accessories, mobiles,
precious metals, art goods or hazardous materials, all this is protected against
theft, weather conditions and rough impacts.

Individual ideas become exclusive cases made by bwh Koffer

A well-thought-out security concept

bwh Koffer is always developing and manufacturing special case solutions to
suit clearly defined user requirements.

The SkyBox can, if required, be equipped with the innovative ‘pylocx’ locking
system from bwh’s partner ‘Lock Your World’. ‘pylocx’ is an electronic locking
system offering best possible security. The box can only be opened via the ‘py
Key’ (portable keyboard) with a PIN code and also a non-recurring code
procedure. The data transfer to the lock is resistant to manipulation.
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It will hold
everything .
The SkyBox
can be adapted
in it´s
filling height
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Each case is always made with the same precision and care, too, whether it is a
design-orientated presentation case or a high-security transport box. bwh
Koffer is the market leader and a recognized specialist in manufacturing
prestigious and high-quality cases and boxes. bwh Koffer is always the right
partner for you.
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